
2018-2019  
Description of offices 

 
President    6th graders only 

à Runs all meetings and helps with assemblies 
à Votes on all Student Council decisions during meetings 
à Frequently checks Student Council blog 
à Attends ALL meetings  
à Essential in making decisions and leading our school as a role model 
à Responsible for making sure all officers are fulfilling their duties 
à Dresses in spirit for ALL spirit days 

 
Vice President   5th graders only 

à Assists in running meetings and assemblies 
à Votes on all Student Council decisions 
à Frequently checks Student Council blog 
à Prepares agenda for every meeting and emails it to advisors 
à Responsible for helping President to make sure all officers are fulfilling their duties 
à Attends ALL meetings 
à Dresses in spirit for ALL spirit days 

 
Treasurer    4th  graders only 

à Counts Student Council money 
à Votes on all Student Council decisions 
à Frequently checks Student Council blog 
à Organizes counting and sends in Box Tops for Education 
à Announces balance at all meetings and approves expenditures 
à Helps at assemblies  
à Attends ALL meetings  
à Dresses in spirit for ALL spirit days 

 
Secretary    4th or 5th graders only 

à Takes minutes at every meeting and emails them to advisors 
à Updates Student Council Blog 
à Votes on all Student Council decisions 
à Frequently checks Student Council blog 
à Helps at assemblies  

à Attends ALL meetings  
à Dresses in spirit for ALL spirit days 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Historian (2)    5th or 6th graders 

à Votes on all Student Council decisions 
à Frequently checks Student Council blog 
à Takes pictures at all school events for the yearbook (Camera will be provided) 
à Takes pictures of all award winners  
à Updates Student Council shadowbox on office wall 
à Will need to upload all pictures to Dropbox 
à Helps at assemblies  

à Attends ALL meetings  
à Dresses in spirit for ALL spirit days 

Spirit Supervisor (2)  5th or 6th graders 
à Votes on all Student Council decisions 
à Frequently checks Student Council blog 
à Helps at assemblies 
à Responsible for organizing all spirit day posters 
à Always SUPER SPIRITEDJ  
à Attends ALL meetings (every other Tuesday at lunch) 
à Dresses in spirit for ALL spirit days 


